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General Introduction
Stories that show how a computer science career can evolve into many different areas: management, design, implementation, architecture, product management, product marketing, venture capital analysis, intellectual property analysis, consulting and some of which, you cannot predict today. Why? Look no further than your iPhone!

Questions to Expect when I Interview You - A Practical Test
In essence, if you walk away with nothing else from this session, you will have a cheat sheet of questions that I ask of every single interview candidate presented to me for a design and implementation position. Included topics will be linked list management, searching algorithms, mathematical transformations, memory management, stack dumps, string manipulations, and general aptitude questions.

Changing Worldwide Landscape in Computer Science Competition
How can you be prepared for an increasing off-shoring movement with strong design and architecture skills? Would you know how to compete against an employee who has an advantage of a lower cost to deliver?

Gaining Domain Knowledge
Unlike twenty years back when a computer science degree was enough of a ticket for programming environments, many employers now expect domain knowledge for financial, medical, government, and other disciplines. How can you prepare yourself to attack these markets with a resume that contains more than just "programming"?

Software Development Process - Understanding CMM(i)
While many programming assignments in college are focused on your personal development, the truth is that business programs are often large scale team work endeavors. In order to deliver a program composed of five to ten million lines of code, what are the key process steps involved in managing that delivery process? Topics included are requirements management, project planning, project tracking, and configuration management with more advanced topics including organization process databases, software product engineering, intergroup coordination, and peer reviews. The import of metrics and measurements will be key elements in this discussion.

Questions and Answers
Student and faculty led discussion of topics of interest.
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